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Abstract: Mobile IPv6 is a wireless networking system which serves and integrates various mobile nodes
providing seamless connectivity. In such a seamless network, preserving mutual anonymity poses a
challenging task for the networking engineers. A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) distributed system is more flexible and
better suits for an anonymous communication system in Mobile Ipv6. This paper proposes a novel P2P
architecture for ensuring both sender and receiver anonymity for Mobile IPv6 environment. The proposed
method deploys a tunneling phenomenon over a structured P2P system like Chord. The system also analyses
the performance of the proposed method in terms of throughput and energy consumption.
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INTRODUCTION usually achieved by special routing overlay networks that

In this modern era mobile access to the Internet has nodes.
become inevitable due to greatest advancements in mobile This research paper proposes a novel idea of
technology. As the Internet user’s privacy requirements integrating structured P2P architecture for providing
has grown as an urgent issue , the Internet Engineering mutual anonymity in Mobile IPv6 network. For deploying
Task Force has been working for developing an this methodology the system defines a tunneling based
anonymous and a privacy preserving Mobile IPv6 architecture for sharing the resources between the mobile
environment.P2P systems rely on the interaction between peer nodes. In tunneling the data are broken into smaller
end nodes. Every participating node acts as a server and pieces called packets as they move along the tunnel for
a client. The idea behind the proposed P2P architecture is transport. As the packets move through the tunnel, they
to harness a large number of underutilized mobile nodes are encrypted and another process called encapsulation
and Internet connections anywhere at any time. This is occurs. At the final destination, decapsulation and
accomplished by turning every user into a re-broadcaster. decryption occur. 
In case of a client server architecture the system With the help of tunneling anonymity is achieved at
degenerates as the number of clients requesting query the receiver side. By this process, the security in the
increases. But however, in structured P2P network the network is increased. Hence this method becomes the
system performance improves as the number of peer most reliable method in transmission of packets between
nodes gets added to the environment. the nodes. Many anonymous systems have been

In Structured P2P networks the overlay is organized proposed to hide the identity of the peer nodes
into specific topology and the protocol ensures that any participating in the network. But however they are limited
node can efficiently search the network for the file even if by several constraints like traffic analysis attack and high
the source is extremely large.Also in a P2P based Mobile bandwidth cost. The rest of this paper is organized as
IPv6 network environment not always the peer nodes can follows: section 2 describes about various anonymous
rely on a trusted third party for their privacy. The mobile systems available in the market [] that has been designed
network should be capable of hiding the identity of both to provide anonymity, however at the cost of privacy.
the sender and the receiver and preserve the privacy of Section 3 discusses the related work and system
every peer node in the network.Anonymity of peers is architecture  and  its  functionalities.  Section  4  describes

hide the physical location of each node from other peer
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tunneling phenomenon and its deployment in Mobile IPv6 secure address in onion routing and clumps the group of
network. Section 5 shows the performance analyses of the nodes all together with identical identifications in order to
proposed system and finally section 6 concludes the work improve fault act over churn. Crowds [4] is an anonymous
of the research paper and its future work. protocol mainly designed to provide sender anonymity.

Related Work: With the increasing popularity of Internet it enhances the sender anonymity but at the cost of
applications in both the surface net and darknet, the receiver anonymity.
necessity to secure privacy and anonymity has become APFS [5] Anonymous P2P FileSharing protocol
inevitable. There results many methods which guarantee combines the features of sender and recipient anonymous
safe transfer of data for Mobile IPv6 networks. This transfer of information. This mutual anonymity protocol
section describes the methods and its system of makes use of multicast routing protocols eliminating the
providing anonymity for P2P based mobile IPv6 networks. burden of a central coordinator in a system. The peer
Tunneling is one of the methods used for providing node shares the work of central server between all the
anonymity in structured P2P networks. It is also called as peers in the network before any anonymous degradation
“Port forwarding”. In this method transmission of data occurs. However the APFS protocol has a tradeoff
intended for use only within a private, usually corporate between anonymity and bandwidth consumption.
network through a public network in such a way that the Broadcast encryption is a scheme which is based on
routing nodes in the public network are unaware that the Key management blocks. A block of data is sent in a
transmission is part of a private network. broadcast or pre-recorded at the beginning ofthe block

Tunneling is generally done by encapsulating the media. Each recipient reads the Key management block
private  network  data and protocol information within the and “processes” it to get the management key and use it
public  network  transmission units so that the private to decrypt the content. This system is fast and simple and
network protocol information appears to the public hides the key deep into software making it very difficult
network as data. Tunneling allows the use of the Internet, for the attackers to retrieve back the key. Broadcast
which is a public network, to convey data on behalf of a encryption promotes one to many technology but
private network. One approach to tunneling is the Point- however its performance is not optimal in a P2P
to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP). The PPTP keeps environment.
proprietary data reasonably secure, even though part of Freenet and GNUnet [6] uses a decentralized
the paths between or among end users exists in public distributed  data  store to keep and deliver information.
communication channels. The PPTP makes it possible for The method of distributed data store of Freenet is used by
authorized users to gain access to a private network called many third-party programs to provide microblogging and
a Virtual private network (VPN) –through an Internet media sharing, anonymous and decentralized version
service provider (ISP) tracking.

Mix-Net [1] isan anonymous routing protocol that Another method of providing anonymity is Friend-to-
creates hard-to-trace communications by using a chain of Friend (F2F) network which is most promising method in
proxy servers known as mixes .These mixes accepts providing anonymity. It uses passwords or digital
messages from multiple senders, shuffle them back out in signature for authentication. Unlike other types of P2P
random order to the next destination. Thus it tries to hide systems, users in a friend-to-friend network cannot find
the link between the source of the request and the out who else is participating beyond their own circle of
destination, making it harder for eavesdroppers to trace friends, so F2F networks can grow in size without
the identity of end-to-end communications. compromising their user’s anonymity. Systems like Chord

MorphMix [2] is a system designed for P2P based [7], Pastry [1], CAN [8], DHT are among the structured
anonymous Internet which reduces several drawbacks of P2P architectures that provides anonymity in a mobile IP
Mix-Net. This system provides good protection from environment. However none of these systems are
traffic analysis attacks without deploying cover traffic. It providing mutual anonymity.
also provides anonymous low latency mobile Internet In unstructured P2P systems a query cannot be kept
access for millions of users. active in the network for an infinite period of time. After a

Tarzan [3] is a fully distributed, P2P network of certain number of network hops it gets terminated. Also
anonymizing proxies. It allows mobile nodes to tunnel out the resource usage is high in these systems. Hence they
through the low latency mix network. It avoids the use of do  not  provide  a  proper lookup table. “Agyaat” [9] is an

As the number of mobile nodes in the network increases
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anonymous P2P system which works on a structured 1+1 from the query sender. So, it is clear that Fn= Ni+2^r-
overlay fuses the features of both structured and 1+1 where Fn is the first node and Ni is the receiver node
unstructured Peer to Peer architecture. It also alleviates which requested the data X. 
the drawback of DHT based P2P networks. In Agyaat, the From the first node the data X is traversed to the next
peer node rising the query is made anonymous by hiding node at a distance of 2^r-1. This is done by reducing the
its identity from the point of its origin. The queries are exponent value by 1. The above mentioned process
originated from a LTI network topology called “cloud” continues till the data X is reached at the query sender.
placed on the chord like structure.The routing The receiver is inthe last position of the tunnel and once
performance of Agyaat differs only by constants in terms the data is reached at the receiver side, the received data
of both the numbers of hops and the aggregate is decrypted with the help of a private key PR(Kj). This
messaging costs. Agyaat provides mutual anonymity by private key will be available only with the intended
adding unstructured cloud like structures onto structured receiver.
DHT overlays. It breaks the standard data-to-peer DHT During this process, it is not necessary that the
mapping into two steps and utilizes an important feature receiver Ninode has direct communication with the
of local query termination within cloud topologies to original owner of data X. And therefore the details of the
facilitate mutual anonymity. first node Fn will be delivered to the sender through a

Proposed Work: In our method, we have used the
concept of tunnelingto achieve anonymity at the sender
as well as in the receiver. Consider a network which
consists  of  2^r  nodes  where  r  is  a positive integer.
Each mobile node is assigned a particular identifier
represented as IDi where i=0, 1….(r-1). These are used to
hide the identity of the query mobile node in the
network.In case of preserving anonymity at the receiver
side, the receiver sends a request to the sender from
whom it needs to receive data X. The request that is sent
to the receiver is usually sent in the form of a
request/query package. The request package Qi=(X,
PU(Ki), IDf) is sent to the owner of X. From the above Fig. 1: Achieving anonymity by construction of tunnel
PU(Ki) represents the Public key of the intended
receiver.Here IDf represents the Identifier of the first To further clarify this process, a detailed example is
node. given in fig 1. Consider a network with 2^4 = 16 nodes.

Public key cryptography is a communication where Consider n2 to be the query sender and n11 to be the data
people exchange messages that can only be read by one sender. Here n2 assumes itself to be in the last position of
another. In public key cryptography, each user has a pair the tunnel. The query is sent as query package with the
of keys as public key and private key. The private key is first node Fn which is calculated as follows:
kept secret while public key is widely distributed. The
messages to be transmitted are encrypted with the 2^4= 16
recipient’s public key and it is decrypted with their 2 + 2^(4-1) + 1= 11mod16 = 11
corresponding private key. 11 + 2^(4-2) = 15mod16 = 15

Once the request is sent to the Owner of X, the 15 + 2^(4-3) = 17mod16= 1
sender encrypts the data X using the public key PU(Ki). 1+ 2^(4-4) = 2mod16= 2
After the encryption, the ciphertext is sent to the first
node as represented by the receiver in the request Tunneling Phenomenon: Tunneling is a protocol that
package. allows for the secure movement of data from one network

For a network with 2^r nodes, the request/query to another. In a network like Mobile IPv6 the need for
sender usually decides the tunnel T. The tunnel T in the hiding the nodes identity from one another and wireless
network is formed with the first node at a distance of 2^r- security issues has become the greatest challenge to

query package Qi.
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overcome. Tunneling involves allowing private network Performance Analysis: In this section the performance of
communications to be sent across a public network, such the proposed system is analyzedusing NS2 simulation
as the Internet, through a process called encapsulation. software. In order to handle the overhead load the cost
The encapsulation process allows for data packets factor must be studied properly.The proposed
though they are of public nature to public network when architecture has designed chord like structure for P2P
they are actually private, allowing the data packets to based mobile IPv6 network.The extra cost of routing has
pass through unnoticed. been analyzed. In our proposed work we measure the

Tunneling is a way for communication to be probability of getting more hops. After finding an object
conducted over a private network but tunneled through in Chord network, connections are made directly between
a public network. This is particularly useful in corporate the nodes. As soon as the connections are made, extra
setting and also offers privacy preserving techniques. nodes are searched in order to form tunnels. But as we

In the above mentioned method, the receiver that is mentioned  before,  tunnel  size are not necessarily fixed.
the request/query sender is assumed to be in the last In order to reduce this effect the tunnel size has to be
position in the tunnel. But this will increase the changed.
probability of monitoring over the network and hence in
turn reduces the security in the network. Further the
position of the receiver as the lastin the tunnel will
increase the overhead.

To reduce the overhead, an alternative method is
proposed. Consider a network with a maximum of 2^n
nodes. In this method a counter is initialized whose initial
value is set to zero.The counter number increases by one
unit in the following steps.Consider position K which
defines the position of the receiver. From the practical
example, if K= 3, the receiver assumes itself to be in the
third position of the tunnel. The corresponding
calculations are made by the decision of the receiver.

C = 1 (3 + 2^(4-1) + 2^(4-3)) mod 2^4 = 13 Fig. 3: Throughput Ratio 
C = 2 (13 + 2^(4-2) mod 2^4 = 1
C = 3 (1 + 2^(4-3) mod 2^4 = 3 In this work experiment, the system has been
C = 4 (3 + 2^(4-4) mod 2^4 = 4 analyzed by monitoring the overall time taken by the peers

Fig. 2: Positioning of tunnels – an alternative solution cost. Further, longer tunnel lengths would increase the

Thus by changing the position of the receiver, the size of the tunnel. As the counter value increases the
number of overheads can be reduced. This will in turn number of hops in the tunnel gets reduced.By monitoring
create more complications on monitoring and hence the length of tunnels the extra cost for routing can be
increases the security in the network. controlled.

to download the entire file or data. This defines the
throughput of the system. Fig. 3. Shows the performance
of the system in the presence of tunnel against the P2P
system without tunneling. The system without tunneling
is the existing DHT system. The proposed system shows
better throughput and also increased packet delivery ratio
as compared to the existing DHT system. 

However the proposed architecture has the greatest
task of deciding the length of the tunnel. The tunnel
length is the main constraint in determining the cost of the
system. Smaller the length of the tunnel smaller will be the

overhead of the system. The value of counter decides the
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